FINLAND DEFIES REPRESSIVE LAW
Will Hold Meetings in Spite of Prohibition by the Governor.

ARMED UPRISING OPPOSED

Answer to Disposal of Constitutional Contest Will Be Given at Meetings to be Held Today.

Mavu to Revolution.

An Eastern monster—Estonian Anarchist Jetal to Police Interference—Large Store of Explosives in House.

CAUGHT IN SEWER-PIPE

Drunkender Gets in Jail Precariously.

Vine in Escape by Crawling Through Pipe and Russian Window, Just Missing New Ice.

PROTECTING FORGOTTEN

New York Woman Seeks to Help Mexican Studs.

PLATT'S LEGS FAIL HIM

New York Senator Misses Important Moments.

TREASON IN SCANDINAVIA

Swedens and Norway's early war conflicts.

DOES YOUR BODY DRINK ENOUGH WATER?

That's why: Health and happiness depend on it.

Deficient in Water, the Body

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

The latest 100 Pastes.

Eruptions

The only way to get rid of pimples and other eruptions is to clean up, improve the digestion, stimulate the kidneys, and nourish the skin.

TREATY IN SCANDINAVIA

These two words, Schilling's, will get your money's worth.

Liquid Sunshine—The Most Marvelous Medical Treatment of the Age

Endorsed by the Most Prominent Physicians and Surgeons Throughout the World

This "Elixir of Life" Now Curing Rebellious and Chronic Diseases Herefore Pronounced Incurable—Is the New and Successful Treatment at the X-Radium Medical Institute and Sanitarium, the Largest and Most Complete Private Institute in the Northwest

New York Press Dispatches, dated June 15, '05, speaking of this famous treatment, say: "Liquid Sunshine, as used at the X-Radium Medical Institute, of Portland, Or., is reported as being productive of almost miraculous cures." Chicago Press Dispatches, dated September 2, '03, say: "Liquid Sunshine is hardening close upon the miraculous and Oregon is being prominently identified with the scientific world in producing such remarkable cures as have been made of late at the Portland X-Radium Medical Institute.

By this new and superior method of treatment, at the Kingdom Institute, this state of life, just discovered, gives place to the whole central creative energy, strengthens the nerves, makes new blood, brightens eyes, clear skin, renders the healthy complexion of youth and sustains life worth living.

Liquid will aid in a boon to Liquid Sunbeams. It fills out hollow cheeks, restores the curves of beauty to the narrow nose and dimpled foot. It makes women healthy, bountiful and able to be a wife and mother as well as the joy of the home family.

Pony Girls and Rich Children Are from New Life and Strength.

For Overworked Men, sufferers from nervous prostration, or people approaching old age, there is nothing that will benefit them so entirely, so quickly, or so permanently as Liquid Sunbeams.

As a Tonic, Stimulator and Invigorator, It Has No Equal.

The X-Radium Medical Institute is, in every particular, a medical institution occupied by the medical profession and trained skilled labor. Through the Pacific Northwest for the treatment and cure of CANCER, CONSUMPTION, STOMACH, LIVER, BLOOD PRODUCING, MEASLES, PARALYSIS, PNEUMONIA, TUBERCULOSIS, CATARACT, LUMPS, REPAIRS, ANIMAL, LOCAL, MOTOR ATAXIA, SYPHILIS, DOOKS, RUPPINS, PILES, FESTIVAL, RURAL DISEASES, BLADDERS, KIDNEYS AND NERVOUS DISORDERS.

To Misfits Are Made In Disguising Your Case and bringing you in to gain a higher public measure. The Liquid Sunshine Ray looks through your body and at once lesion the same.

Amoret, German, French and Scottish families are in attendance. Governmental action is in attendance. Governmental action is in attendance. Governmental action is in attendance. Governmental action is in attendance. Governmental action is in attendance. Governmental action is in attendance. Governmental action is in attendance. Governmental action is in attendance.

X-RADlUM MEDICAL INSTITUTE AND SANITARIUM

OFFICE HOURS: 6 to 12 M., 1:30 to 7 P.M., 10 A.M. to 12 M., 2 to 5 P.M.

X-Radium Building 2d and Alder, Entrance 253 Alder

Telephone Main 2796

Portland, Oregon

HUNDREDS OF TESTIMONIALS AND GIB-EDGE CITY REFERENCES AT OFFICE
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